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Abstract

Islanding phenomenon of a grid-connected independent generator like a photovoltaic (PV) system occurs when a section of a utility
system is disconnected from the main utility voltage source, but the independent generator continues to energize the utility lines in the
isolated section. Since islanding causes a safety hazard to utility service personnel and damage to power supply facilities as a result of
unsynchronized reclosure, PV inverter is required to have anti-islanding function. In order to prevent this phenomenon, various anti-
islanding methods have been studied. Even though phase shift anti-islanding method including slip mode frequency shift (SMS) method
and reactive power variation (RPV) method has been regarded as a highly effective anti-islanding method, the analytical design method
of that has not been cleared. This paper proposes a design guideline of the phase shift anti-islanding method based on non-detection zone
(NDZ). As leading phase shift anti-islanding methods, both SMS and RPV methods are discussed to verify the validity of the proposed
method. Both methods are derived analytically through the modeling and verified visually by simulation and experiment under IEEE Std.
929-2000 test condition. It is shown that both methods designed by the proposed method have effectiveness to detect islanding within 2 s
and good power quality above 0.99 power factor. The presented methodology in this paper can be extended to design other active anti-
islanding methods.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In modern power system, distributed generation (DG)
including photovoltaic (PV), fuel cell, wind turbine is grow-
ing larger and more complicated. However, the advent of
DG makes some problems to the stability and the power
quality in the adjacent utility. Especially, the most issued
problem is islanding phenomenon which DG has an inde-
pendent powering to a portion of the utility system even
though the portion has been disconnected from the remain-

der of the utility source. This is because islanding can cause
safety problems to utility service personnel or related
equipments. Consequently, utility companies and PV sys-
tem owners require that the grid-connected PV system
include the non-islanding inverter (IEEE Std. 929-2000,
2000; Ropp, 1998).

Islanding detection methods, which have been proposed,
are generally classified into passive anti-islanding method
and active anti-islanding method. It is considered that an
inverter equipped with an over voltage relay (OVR), an
under voltage relay (UVR), an over frequency relay
(OVR), and an under frequency relay (UFR) has the basic
passive anti-islanding methods. The inverter equipped with
these relays is shut down when the inverter output voltage/
frequency deviates from set values. While these methods
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are quite simple to use by monitoring only the voltage of
the point of common coupling (PCC) at the PV inverter
output, these fail to detect islanding when the PV generated
power closely matches with the connected local loads. In
other words, these passive schemes have relatively large
non-detection zone (NDZ) (Ropp et al., 1999).

Unlike these passive anti-islanding methods, active anti-
islanding methods make a perturbation into the PV inver-
ter output current by injecting an active signal. Since this
perturbation let the power balance between PV generated
power and local load power be broken, the active anti-
islanding methods are generally considered more effective
than the passive ones (Yin et al., 2004). The perturbation
parameter can usually be classified into two parts in an
inverter output current command in Eq. (1): frequency
(fI), and the start phase (hI).

I inv ¼ Im sinð2pfIt þ hIÞ ð1Þ

Between these perturbation parameters, phase shift (hI)
anti-islanding method has received recent attention on its
good islanding detection performance (Yin et al., 2004).
Even though phase shift anti-islanding method including
slip mode frequency shift (SMS) method and reactive
power variation (RPV) method has been regarded as a
highly effective anti-islanding method, the analytical design
method of that has not been cleared. This paper proposes a
design guideline of the phase shift anti-islanding method
based on non-detection zone (NDZ). As leading phase shift
anti-islanding methods, both SMS and RPV methods are
discussed to verify the validity of the proposed method.

In this paper, the concept of the both SMS method and
RPV method is introduced first. A parallel RLC circuit is
used as a simplified AC load model for 3 kW PV system
and the implementation of both methods is derived under
the IEEE Std. 929-2000 islanding test condition. Then,
the following experimental results are provided for
verification.

2. Concept of phase shift anti-islanding method

Phase shift anti-islanding method is implemented by the
design of phase locked loop (PLL) input filter as shown in
Fig. 1. When PV inverter is controlled to have unity power

factor, the input filter of PLL is removed. In the phase shift
anti-islanding method, the current–voltage phase angle of
the inverter output is not controlled to be zero for unity
power factor.

For SMS method, the current–voltage phase angle of
the inverter is determined by a function of frequency of
PCC voltage (Ropp, 1998). As shown in Fig. 2, the typical
SMS line of PLL input filter is a sinusoidal wave and the
load line represented as a paralleled-RLC load is negative
first derivative. When the grid is connected, the start phase
of inverter current command is determined by the grid volt-
age frequency regardless of the load line. When the islan-
ding occurs, the operating frequency moves up or down

Nomenclature

Qf quality factor
QL local inductive load (var)
QC local capacitive load (var)
PR local resistive load (W)
P PV inverter effective output power (W)
Q PV inverter reactive output power (var)
DP grid effective power flow (W)
DQ grid reactive power flow (var)
R local load resistance (X)

L local load inductance (H)
C local load capacitance (F)
F frequency (Hz)
V voltage (V)
I current (A)
hZ load line with respect to frequency
hF SMS line which is the input filter of phase

locked loop with respect to frequency
hI start phase of inverter output current

Fig. 1. PLL structure of the SMS method.

Fig. 2. Phase response of PV inverter and local load.
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